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24. international ADMV Lausitz - Rallye:
Space Drive in the ultimate off-road test
Long jumps, strong vibrations and hard knocks, dust, dirt and mud - these are the challenges for
Armin Schwarz and his Ford Fiesta Rallye2, which manages entirely without a mechanical connection
between the steering unit and steering gear, this coming weekend. This year, the rally legend will once
again take part in the Lausitz Rally in Boxberg/Upper Lusatia from November 4 to 6 with the steer-bywire technology vehicle. The demanding and legendary gravel course with its twelve special stages
places the highest demands on the Space Drive System from Schaeffler Paravan Technologie GmbH &
Co. KG and provides further development impulses for the system.

The 24th Lausitz Rally marks the end of an extremely successful Space Drive development year with
challenging races in the DTM and a first podium finish in the last race of the season. The fields of
application were also very diverse, with GT3 racing at the ADAC TOTAL 24h Nürburgring, at the ADAC
GT4 Germany as well as at GTC Race, offering a broad field of development. The Rally Ford Fiesta
Rallye2 now enters a completely different field. A special endurance test with completely different
conditions than the classic circuit, with extremely fast steering movements and entirely different
motion stimuli, which the electronic steering system has to process in real time and under the
toughest conditions.
"In the off-road sector, the stresses on the Space Drive System are quite different once again. Added
to this are the harsh external conditions with changing road surfaces, dirt and moisture," says Roland
Arnold, CEO of Schaeffler Paravan Technologie GmbH & Co. KG. "We can now implement the findings
and developments gained in our testing program this year in the rally field. Initial tests have been
consistently positive. The material stresses in this area are something else entirely."
A good four weeks ago, the rally team led by Schaeffler Paravan engineers and Armin Schwarz
prepared for this year's Lausitz Rally with initial tests on the Nochten section of the track. "In the test,
we were able to test the new application and make rally-specific detail improvements," explains
Klaus Graf, Head of Testing and member of the Schaeffler Paravan management team. "Last year, we
gathered initial experience and data. Now we were able to follow up seamlessly. The development is
enormous. We went straight into tuning for this test and are very well prepared for the issues on the
track," Armin Schwarz reports on the first tests.

The course with its 12 special stages, which will be run next Friday and Saturday, runs for the most
part over gravel tracks and is about 80 percent the same as last year. This gives the Space-Drive
engineers comparable reference values for future development. "Based on the data we are currently
recording, we are getting very good information on the force ratios and the stresses that occur in the
rally car. It is important to record and process the data of the performance or load peaks," says Graf.
"For us, rally/off-road is a very important part of Space Drive development. Conventional mechanical
steering often poses very big challenges for drivers in terms of so-called kickback, i.e. impacts on the
steering wheel, and the loads that result."
As the Space Drive Ford Fiesta Rallye2 in the distinctive and typical Schaeffler Paravan design does
not yet have FIA homologation for rally use, it will take to the stages outside the classifications ahead
of the field. The DMSB gave exceptional approval for this. What is special about the rally vehicle is
that, in addition to approval from the German Motor Sports Federation (DMSB), road approval is also
required to operate the vehicle. The Schaeffler Paravan technology carrier has both. "For me,
working with Schaeffler Paravan is a new stage in my rally career. Space Drive opens up completely
new possibilities. Things are possible that were not possible with mechanical steering systems in this
way," reports professional rally driver Armin Schwarz. "In my eyes, this is a very promising
development to which I'm happy to contribute. Testing and developing the system in the extreme
range is an exciting task to bring it forward so that it can also be used for road traffic."
On Thursday, November 4, the 24th Lausitz Rally will begin with the Shakdown, the run-down of the
special stages. This is the last opportunity for Armin Schwarz and his team to fine-tune the system
before the start of the first four special stages on Friday at 3:15 p.m. at the village community center
in Boxberg. On Saturday, eight more are then on the program until the 168.74-kilometer special
stage distance or the nearly 366-kilometer total distance is completed on Saturday evening. He will
be supported this year by 18-year-old junior co-driver Pascal Raabe.
"We want to continue seamlessly from the last missions and tests," hopes Armin Schwarz. "Looking
at the weather, we might experience mixed conditions - Friday rainy, Saturday dry - so we would
have two different weather conditions to test, which would be optimal to be able to develop the
system in this area to the maximum."
About the Lausitz Rally:
Almost 100 teams will take the 24th edition of the International ADMV Lausitz Rally from November
4 to 6, 2021 under the wheels. The rally, which has been organized by the ADMV since 2000,
impresses with its unique gravel tracks. The FIA and DMSB-recognized race event in Lausitz attracts
participants from all over the world and also includes national series such as the DMSB Gravel Cup,
the ADMV Rally Championship and the Saxon Rally Championship. For more information, visit
www.lausitz-rallye.de.
Racing as a development and technology platform
 https://vimeo.com/641806784
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About Schaeffler Paraven Technologie GmbH & Co. KG
Schaeffler Paravan Technologie GmbH & Co. KG is a company specializing in the development of fail-operational drive-bywire systems - "Space Drive" - and chassis system solutions. It is headquartered in Herzogenaurach with an operating facility
in Pfronstetten-Aichelau. Schaeffler Paravan Technologie is a joint venture (90 percent Schaeffler and ten percent Roland
Arnold) and was founded in October 2018. The Space Drive system developed by Paravan founder, Roland Arnold was
completely transferred to the joint venture and will be industrialized there. For future autonomous driving vehicles,
Schaeffer Paravan is also developing a "rolling chassis" with intelligent corner modules - with integrated Schaeffler wheel
hub motors, brakes, space drive steering (90 degrees) and suspension in one system. www.schaeffler-paravan.de
About Armin Schwarz - German rallying legend:
Schwarz began his professional career in rallying in 1987 and was already driving in Schaeffler colors at that time. That year,
as well as in 1988, he became German champion and also competed in the World Rally Championship. In 1996, he won the
European Championship title. He ended his professional career as a works driver for Škoda after the 2005 season. Since
then, he has continued to be seen as a team manager and TV expert at off-road tracks all over the world. In the meantime,
Armin Schwarz runs the Area 39 test site in Gröningen, where not only professionals do their laps, but also ambitious hobby
drivers can attend driver training courses or improve their skills in rallying.

